
TEI/XML EDITING
FOR EVERYONE’S NEEDS

GERMAN TEXT ARCHIVE — DEUTSCHES TEXTARCHIV (DTA)

ABOUT THE PROJECT
The DFG funded project Deutsches Textarchiv
(2007–2013/14) at the Berlin-Brandenburg Aca-
demy of Sciences and Humanities (BBAW) aims
at providing a text corpus of the historical New
High German Language (1600–1900), which is
balanced with respect to time and text genres.

• DTA ›base format‹ (DTABf): a strict subset of
XML/TEI P5, 100 elements + corresponding
attributes & values,

• corpus: 1,576 volumes, 443,185 pages,
∼719M characters, +1 vol. every day,

• generally first editions,
• double keying, OCR,
• plan: 2,000 volumes until 2013/14; additional

texts from external submitters (DTAE).

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Our quality assurance platform DTAQ has been
running since March 2011. DTAQ users should
be enabled not only to review texts but also to cor-
rect erroneous transcriptions and annotations, or
add new annotations. Within DTAQ, each text is
presented page by page alongside with its source
images in various formats: XML, HTML, plain
text etc. To produce this kind of view, the origi-
nal XML/TEI P5 documents are splitted into sev-
eral single page documents. This process is re-
versible, so modified single page documents can
be reinserted losslessly into the original TEI doc-
ument. Based on this page-oriented view, DTAQ
provides several ways to change documents on
the transcription or annotation level.

We differentiate between several kinds of
changes and user experience levels of users:

• Changes to the text base, i. e. the plain tran-
scribed text without any markup,

• Annotation of single tokens or groups of to-
kens, e. g. named entities, printing errors etc.,

• Modification of attribute values in existing
XML elements, e. g. the values of @ref in
<persName> elements to provide links to au-
thority files,

• Editing of basic XML structures, e. g.
adding quotation markup in citations
(<cit>/<quote>/<bibl>),

• Editing of more complex XML structures, e. g.
restructuring of paragraphs or even chapters.

BACKEND

The backend of DTAQ is built upon many open
source packages.

LINKS AND CONTACT
DTA team:
Susanne Haaf, Alexander Geyken, Bryan Jurish,
Christoph Leijser, Christian Thomas, Matthias
Schulz, Frank Wiegand

dta@bbaw.de
www.deutschestextarchiv.de

DTA OXYGEN FRAMEWORK DTAOX

For changes concerning the document level, or
even the beginning of new transcriptions from
scratch, the DTA developed DTAoX, a frame-
work for the widely used oXygen XML editor,
which supports text editing in conformity with
the DTABf within oXygen’s Author mode. A fine
grained color scheme provides visualisations of
different tagging levels (as well as of discrepan-
cies with regard to the DTABf) to support users

with producing DTABf compatible TEI files. To
apply changes to DTA documents, users have
to download the whole TEI documents from the
DTA repository, mark them as “locked” within
DTAQ (to avoid conflicts with other changes), per-
form their intended changes, and upload the mod-
ified documents back into the repository. DTAoX
is freely available for download under the LGPL
license.

INTEGRATED ONLINE XML EDITOR

For mid-size changes on single pages, we provide
an online XML editor. This tool is based on the
Ajax.org Cloud9 Editor (ace). The editor window
displays the syntax-highlighted XML for the cor-
responding text page. In addition, we provide sev-
eral tools to support quick and efficient tagging
(e. g. select a wrongly printed word like “error-

neous”, press the “printing error” button, and an
XML template like

<choice><sic>errorneous</sic>
<corr>correct</corr></choice>

is inserted into the editor). The editor also pro-
vides validation against the DTA ›base format‹
schema (via AJAX requests).

INSTANT TEXT EDITOR
Simple changes, like fixing transcription errors,
may be carried out directly within the rendered
HTML version of a document page, using the
@contenteditable="true" attribute. Users
cannot produce invalid markup and don’t even
have to bother with angle brackets.

INTEGRATED FORMULA EDITOR
As of October 2013, there are 27,000 formulas,
yet untranscribed, which are referred to in the
XML/TEI texts using the <formula/> element.
DTAQ provides an integrated formula editor,
which helps users to create LATEX transcriptions.
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Boltzmann: Vorlesungen, Bd. 1. Leipzig, 1896, p. 73.


